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published:17 Oct 2014 views:75599 This resource pack is a modpack of the game
SimCity 4 Deluxe. It is made up of the following tools: The modpack is designed for
easy installation by following a simple tutorial. The tutorial will do the work for you

while you focus on other things. A.R.T.U.S. (Artificial Re-Termination Unit System)
is a Reality-simulator based in the year 2072. Humans live in the midst of a very high-

tech, technologically-advanced society in which, after a long absence, nanite-
technology and other high-tech developments have returned. The original version of

A.R.T.U.S. was published and distributed independently of Electronic Arts in the year
2012 (v. 1.0) as a downloadable mod. Electronic Arts soon took notice and partnered
with the developer to publish and distribute a similar version of the game via Origin,
the digital distribution platform of EA. A.R.T.U.S. is characterized by its compelling

gameplay and unique blend of Science-Fiction and Strategy elements. It shares
elements with the SimCity series, with emphasis on technological advances and

achievements. However, A.R.T.U.S. is a stand-alone game and a unique experience;
only the player's research will determine how the future turns out. Currently, the game
has a player-friendliness of 95/100 on MobyGames (based on 18 votes) and has been
highly regarded by the media. A.R.T.U.S. - Features: • A brand new, revolutionary
Artificial Intelligence System • A modern and technologically advanced city with a
special and much needed twist • Completely unique features and unqiue gameplay

mechanics • Dynamic and realistic simulation of natural phenomena • Atmospheric
weather conditions and seasonal changes • Virtual citizens (bots) that respond to the
cities needs in unique ways • Decide on a certain path for the game in game-theory •
Decide on what to do and how the city will grow or shrink • Decide on what buildings

and infrastructure your city will have • Grow your infrastructure to your heart's
content • Decide on what buildings to build • Manage your citizens' needs and raise the
quality of your citizens' lives • Watch the city grow and prosper with your eyes • Help

your citizens heal, prosper and work hard 3e33713323
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